StrapsManoeuvring
and Buckles Policy
It is the driver’s reasonability to ensure that all loads are secured and loaded correctly and legally,
using the appropriate number of straps and buckles provided as well as making use of corner
protectors and dust sheets when necessary.
When using the straps before loading it is your duty to check for any frays, tears or rips in the straps
as well as making sure that the buckles are in good condition. This is for the safety of everyone
from any form of accidents or injuries caused by loose or insecure loads due to defective straps and
buckles, if a load comes loose or shifts position during transport as well as being illegal it could have
devastating effects.
Be sure to check the date of expiry on the strap as well as checking the strap you are using can
correctly hold the load by checking its maximum weight limit. ALL straps will be replaced after 2
years of use to maintain a high standard of health and safety when it comes to loading. Any out
of date straps to be handed into to the office and under no circumstances should they be used.
NOTE: CP Transport Solutions LTD will provide you with the correct equipment needed for loading
the vehicles and will replace any faulty loading equipment as soon as possible, we will always
provide more straps than necessary in every vehicle to make up for loss of faulty straps during the
working day. Any faulty equipment needs to be kept, reported to your line manager and given back to
the office for inspection and replacement.

Failing to adhere to these rules will lead to disciplinary action or termination of contract.
This policy will be kept under review to ensure that it continues to meet its aims.
This policy applies to all employees of CP Transport Solutions LTD.
Signed
Daniel Peach – Company Director
Date: 06.09.17
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